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Students should be better individuals when they leave GSSS

Administrative Officer, GSSS

Administrative Officer, GSSS Institutions, Smt Anupama
nupama B Pandit speaking about the role
ofFaculty
aculty members in molding the future ofstudents at a meeting held on 16/04/2021,opined that
the teachers’ role should not be limited to academics alone but also be extended
extend to the overall
development of the studentss including dress code,
e, mannerisms, social etiquette, etc.
Faculty
aculty members were advised to update themselves
in their respective
ve subjects; conduct seminars and group
discussions as a part of pedagogy; give meaningful
assignments and keep students busy in the learning
l
process;
they were asked to pursue research and equip themselves
with PhD degree to meet the norms of UGC. Result of student
assessment of teachers collected from the students was
announced by the Principal Dr VidyaPai C in the meeting.
While commenting on the student feedback collected from the students
students, Smt Anupama B
Pandit said that student assessment of the teacher is a mirror of the teachers’ performance and
each teacher should know where he or she stands. She also advised the teachers to improve their
performance in the forthcoming years.
The queries of Faculty members regarding leave policy and other speciall leaves available
a
to the
staff were answered. She wished all members present in the meeting to work hard towards
realizing the vision of the institution.

Opportunities don’t happen
happen, you create them-Chris Grosser
Asst.. Prof Praveen Kumar conducted a Career
guidance session at Badriprasadji PU College on 09/04
/2021 for Science and Commerce
ommerce students. He motivated
students and spoke of howB.Com
B.Com and B.B.Agraduates can
seek career opportunities as Tax consultants,
consultant Chartered
accountants and Chartered Financial
ncial Analysts.
Analyst
Stock brokers, HR managers, Investment advisors,
marketing managers, banking jobs are the other attractive
career
reer options available for the Commerce graduates, he said.
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For the Science students, apart from engineering, graduation in BCA holds jobs such as
Software developers, Web developers and banking jobs. Other promising careers for BCA graduates
include pursuing MCA, MIM, and MCM PGPCS etc.
In the career guidance session, he said, “Now or never,
the right time to make your choice is now, decide what you
want to be in the next five years, plan accordingly and pursue
your career. If you want to take up Government jobs, then
prepare for competitive exams, if you want to be an
engineering graduate then prepare for NEET exams, whatever
you want to be decide now.”
In the interaction session the students were inquisitive about the various options available
for them. Overall, it was an interesting session well received by the future graduates of various
discipline.

Stock verification of Library Books at GSSS SSFGC
Stock verification in a library is a very important processthat involves verification of books
that are in stock. The stock verification in library is performed to identify the number of missing
books and the ones that are in circulation along with those
books that adorn the library shelves.
Stock verification at Library and Information Centre
of GSSS SSFGC was carried out between 5th April and 8thApril
by Ms Priyanka MN, Ms Jyothi Bhat, Ms Amrutha CM and
Asst. Librarian Mr Sampath Kumar. Stock verification report
was submitted to the Principal after physical verification of
the books in the library.

Let Us Not Take It for Granted
The noisy street vendors and the bargaining house ladies, the honking bright yellow school
busses, parents dragging little children in colorful school uniforms; adults and students trying to get
into stuffed city busses, the striding two wheeler riders and the irritated car drivers;
therhythmicsound of bells and chanting from the small temples across the roads; the dog walkers
running behind their dogs and the old men with their old Nokia phones playing their favorite Dr.
Rajkumar songs on high volume while they walk through their old age; family gatherings, dinners
with friends and` the loved ones in the favorite restaurants, the happiness at sight of the favorite
chaat bhaiya, chatting away the day’s worry with buddies in the silent corner cafés; all these look
like a beautiful nostalgia, a dream eagerly waiting to turn into reality.
Alas!!! All that is left now are the streets echoing silence, people walking at a distance with
faces covered, unrecognizable. Tired mothers, irritated fathers trying to break the monotony of
work at home and work from home, bored children stuck with mobiles and tabs,with online classes
running in the background going unheard, unattended and unfruitful. The Beds at the hospitals full,
patients waiting for oxygen and ventilators, family of the deceased drowned in great grief, the
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medical staff on the verge of breaking down, police trying to discipline the loitering idiots, and the
Government trying different ways to cure it, but all that prevails is an unseen monster.
Who is the reason for all this? Let’s take a step back and think. Are the Gods angry? Are they
trying to punish us for an unfulfilled vow? No, we are being ignorant, the message is loud and clear.
Nature is yelling at us, we are puny beings, unimportant. Air, water, sky and soil do not need us. Let
us remember that we are only guests and not the masters. “Handle with care” should be our
mantra. Like animals let us eat as much as required. Sustainability is the only way towards future.
Realizing we are the tenants is more important,
damaging is not even a question but our every
thought and action should only be directed towards
paying back. To begin with, let’s cooperate by
maintaining social distancing, but help the needy, try
to break the virus chain but build strong
relationships.
Moving forward let us promise ourselves to be
good human beings, responsible citizens and not take Mother Nature for granted.
Ms.Sreeranjini K Rao
(The author has penned her views of life as it
appears to her during the prevailing pandemic)

“Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor playerthat struts and frets his hour upon the
stage,and then is heard no more. It is a taletold by an idiot, full of sound and
fury,signifying nothing.”-Macbeth, upon learning of the queen’s death. (Macbeth)
William Shakespeare

Answer - the previous riddle
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Answer:Green Parrot
2. What is seen in the middle of March and April that can’t be seen at
the beginning or end of either month?
Answer:R

Riddle for the month of May
1. Two fathers and two sons come home from the mall. Yet
when they arrive home, only three people get out of the car.
How is this possible?
2. What is able to go up a chimney when down but unable to
go down a chimney when up?

Students may drop their answers
in the boxkept in the office
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